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Today’s Businesses Run On  
High-Performance IP Networks

Today’s businesses run on software systems, and enterprise solutions 
like ERP, MRP, HRP, and CRM combined with applications for Building 
Automation, Security, Safety, VoIP, WiFi, and PoE delivery to make 
businesses more efficient and more competitive. 

While these applications differ in purpose, they all share a common 
characteristic -- their benefits are realized through networking, and 
those benefits are maximized across high-performance IP networks. 

As these applications converge on customers’ IP networks, the 
challenge is to ensure that the network’s underlying structured cabling 
system can handle the ever-increasing demands for more bandwidth, 
greater throughput, faster data rates, and increased reliability. 
Wirewerks has the expertise and proven cabling system solutions that 
customers, both large and small, have come to rely upon in meeting 
their critical networking objectives and strategic business goals. 

YOUR TRUSTED PARTNER FOR
IP NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE SOLUTIONS

Proven Network Solutions  
from a Trusted Partner 

Founded in 1991, Wirewerks is an industry-leading 
manufacturer of advanced optical fiber and copper 
structured cabling systems. Built on core values of 
quality, innovation, and integrity, Wirewerks is relentlessly 
customer-focused and entirely committed to complete 
customer satisfaction. From project planning, to custom 
product development, through network implementation 
and ongoing technical support, Wirewerks operates in 
partnership with an extensive network of distributors, 
consultants and authorized installers to provide customers 
with the best networking solutions and the best value in the 
industry today.

Fortune 1000 or Family Business –  
Scalable Networks to Fit Any Business

Wirewerks network solutions are installed in many Fortune 
1000 businesses and in all major vertical markets including 
Healthcare, Finance, Retail, Education, and Government. 
Additionally, many leaders in the Data Center, ISP, and 
Broadband/MSO markets have implemented Wirewerks 
products and systems within the critical networks they 
deploy to deliver their commercial products and services to 
their clientele. And while we are extremely proud of earning 
the confidence of our Fortune 1000, MSO, and Data Center 
customers, we are equally proud of the trust earned over the 
past three decades from our many small and medium-sized 
customers as well.
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Benefits of Wirewerks Structure Cabling Solutions 

 › Broad selection of high-quality, high-performance 
components engineered to integrate seamlessly  
into unique customer network designs

 › Scalable solutions provide simplified growth and  
expansion for your network

 › Future proofing and interoperability through compliance 
with Industry Standards

 › Innovation, quality, performance, support and value  
from Wirewerks

Your Partner for Network Innovations

At Wirewerks, we believe that innovation is a repeatable process, not an isolated event. Since 2017,
Wirewerks has received thirteen major industry Awards for product innovation and excellence.

Peace-of-Mind: Wirewerks’ Industry-Leading  
25-Year Warranty Program 

Our commitment to precision product engineering and quality manufacturing processes 
combines with the expertise of our factory trained Wirewerks Certified Installers (WCIs) 
to provide the foundation for the industry’s most powerful warranty program. 

Customers enjoy the peace-of-mind that comes from knowing that their Wirewerks 
Certified System is guaranteed to comply with the design and performance requirements 
of the most demanding Industry Standards, and is warranted against product defects 
for a period of 25-years from the date of installation. In the unlikely event of a failure, 
Wirewerks will correct the problem, including materials and labor, at no charge to the 
original Certified System owner.


